“Beat her to death”? Seriously? No one in the liberal media condemned Friedman’s call to murder the mother of a Navy SEAL killed while protecting his fellow Americans.

Further trashing of conservatism came from MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow who speculated that Trump’s policies are “a gateway drug” to the racist KKK. Maddow has never claimed that the policies of Clinton are a gateway drug to the racist KKK. Matthews even trashed Gold Star mother Patricia Smith, whose son was killed in Benghazi. “I don’t care what that woman up there, the mother has felt, her emotions are her own,” he railed. Unveiling the left’s true hatred, GQ writer Nathaniel Friedman tweeted, “I don’t care how many children Pat Smith lost, I would like to beat her to death.”

It is an ironclad principle. When the liberal media cover the Democratic and Republican Party conventions every four years they automatically tilt their coverage to favor the liberals and castigate the conservatives. Their so-called “news reports” reveal how shamelessly partisan our political reporters truly are.

The 2016 conventions were no exception, as we documented and exposed with round-the-clock analysis from NewsBusters, MRCTV, CNSNews.com, MRC Culture, MRC Action and social media. MRC spokesmen were also interviewed about the convention spin on numerous talk radio shows and television programs.

We’ve seen this pattern so many times. The leftist media always complain about the “negative” tone during the Republican conventions. They always find them to be overflowing with acrimony, even hatred from conservatives. This year was true to form. They couldn’t stomach the idea that someone would say mean things about Hillary Clinton.

On NBC, liberal icon Tom Brokaw lamented the GOP was trying to “work up a big hate for Hillary.” CBS’s Bob Schieffer complained that Clinton had been accused of everything, including “the diphtheria epidemic.” MSNBC propagandist Chris Matthews fumed that the GOP convention was a “festival of hating Hillary tonight, this brewing up of almost a witch-like ritual tonight.”
drug to full-blown state-controlled socialism. As for Chris Christie’s speech, MSNBC’s Matthews smeared it as “bloodthirsty” and “blood-curdling.”

The Democratic convention was filled with attacks on conservatives and Trump. Numerous speakers there labeled Trump a con-man who “cheats students, cheats investors, cheats workers.” He “rejects science” and would take America “back to the dark days when women died in back alleys.” He was someone who promoted “racial hatred” and hate in their heart,” and was “making America hate again.”

Hatred, anyone?

MRC analysis of the networks and MSNBC and CNN showed that they blasted the Republicans for negativity 63 times at the GOP convention, but “reporters” only made 5 – 5! — negative comments about the Democrats at their convention. That’s a 12-to-1 discrepancy.

The Clinton News Network demonstrated its bias another way, by showing only three GOP videos produced and aired at their convention, but then broadcast and commented on 18 of the videos presented by the Democrats at their convention. CNN gave the Democrat videos more than 60 minutes of coverage. The GOP videos? 14 minutes. The three videos that were shown were three that did not attack Democrats. But other videos that did skewer Democrats over Fast & Furious and Benghazi — CNN refused to air them.

During the first night of the GOP convention, CBS’s Charlie Rose interviewed Hillary Clinton in primetime, allowing her to deride her opponents. Rose asked if Trump is “the most dangerous man ever to run for president of the United States?” Clinton dutifully replied, “I believe that.”

During the Democrat convention, CBS did not bother to interview any Republicans so they could criticize Hillary Clinton. MSNBC interviewed five Democrats in prime time during the RNC. But they interviewed zero Republicans in prime time at the DNC.

In addition to Chris Matthews and GQ’s Nathaniel Friedman condemning Gold Star mother Patricia Smith, MSNBC’s Steve Benen lectured, “RNC manipulates the pain of grieving mother for partisan gain.”

Yet when Gold Star father Khizr Khan spoke about his deceased son at the DNC and repeatedly attacked Donald Trump, the same Steve Benen declared, “Khizr Khan’s words won’t soon be forgotten.”

The liberal media loved Khizr Khan and milked his story for days. As the MRC documented, Khan received 50 times more coverage than Patricia Smith. No leftist “journalists” said the DNC was “manipulating the pain of a grieving father for partisan gain.” The liberal media ran the Khan story into the ground, and they’re still yakking about it.

As yours truly told Fox’s Your World, “For those keeping score at home, that’s 50 times more negative coverage of Donald Trump than Hillary Clinton. How in the world can this press be saying that it’s showing any modicum of fairness in this campaign?”

Two weeks of network coverage with this dramatic, pro-left tilt underlines why the media’s credibility is in the toilet. They’re not even trying to be fair. They are vested entirely in the success of the left.

This is why the work of the MRC is so important: to document, expose, and neutralize liberal media bias. If the American people are not given the facts, the truth, they cannot make rational decisions, especially in the governance of our republic.

You can help the MRC battle liberal media bias by subscribing to our daily news briefs, e-mail alerts, Facebook and Twitter pages, and by making a donation. We need courageous conservatives in the fight. Give us a call today (571-267-3500). We look forward to speaking with you.

Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President
MRC Blankets Philly and Democratic National Convention With ‘Don’t Believe The Liberal Media!’

As we did at the GOP convention in Cleveland, the Media Research Center flooded Philadelphia and the Democratic National Convention with the simple and powerful message, “Don’t Believe The Liberal Media!”

This message is vital in helping to stop the leftist media from rigging the election. The “Don’t Believe The Liberal Media!” directive is also central to the MRC’s Tell The Truth! 2016 campaign, and it certainly was seen and heard in Philadelphia.

As MRC President Brent Bozell said in a report, “The Media Research Center was not going to allow the media to coronate Hillary without a fight. We intended to show all of America their role in propping up, promoting, and defending the most corrupt person to ever receive a major party’s nomination.

“Our message about left-wing news bias was everywhere in Philadelphia and the media could not get away from it. We were on billboards, taxicabs, in ads, on sidewalks, newspapers, on radio and on television. We are making an impact; the MRC is winning this counter-offensive.”

For the Democrats’ convention, the MRC purchased six massive billboards at strategic locations between the airport and the arena, and around the arena, which read: “Don’t Believe The Liberal Media!” and “Dear Hillary, We have your back. Love the media.” There were 100 jumbo stickers (two-foot square) placed on sidewalks outside hotels and restaurants and along major streets.

In addition, the MRC ran 21,760 airings of a 30-second ad in taxicabs highlighting examples of the liberal media praising Hillary Clinton. Also, there were large “Don’t Believe The Liberal Media!” signs on top of 175 taxicabs.

Stories about the MRC campaign were published in The Washington Post, Tampa Bay Times, Newsmax, the Washington Times, The Blaze, on Fox News, and on the Drudge Report.

Brent Bozell was interviewed on Fox’s Cavuto and CBN News. NewsBusters Editor Tim Graham was interviewed on The Blaze, American Family Radio, and numerous other radio stations, as were MRC Research Director Rich Noyes and News Analyst Kyle Drennen.

“We are only just getting started,” said Bozell. “Your support wholeheartedly drives our impact this election season, exposing the leftist media agenda so truth and liberty may remain the foundational values of all Americans.”
GOP Must Die

*Esquire*’s Charles Pierce, reflecting the totalitarian mindset of the liberal media, rails, “For the good of the nation, the Republican Party as it is presently constituted has to die.... It long has been the duty of the Democratic Party to beat the crazy out of the Republican Party until it no longer behaves like a lunatic asylum. The opportunity to do this...never has been as wide and gleaming as it is now.”

“Ever since the late 1970s, the Republican Party has been reeling toward catastrophe even as it succeeded at the ballot box, and taking the country along with it.... Modern conservatism has proven to be not a philosophy, but a huge dose of badly manufactured absinthe. It squats in an intellectual hovel now, waiting for its next fix, while a public madman filches its tattered banner and runs around wiping his ass with it. Trump doesn’t need an intervention. His party does.”

Hail Obama!

NBC and the *New York Times* proved, again, how sycophantic they are toward President Barack Obama following his speech at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia. Live on MSNBC July 27, Andrea Mitchell gushed that Obama “invoked the audacity of hope, all of the spirit, all of the creativity of his own brilliant speech writing. I don’t think we’ve ever had a president, save Lincoln, who is as great a speechwriter as this man.”

The next day, the *NYT*’s Frank Bruni wrote, “It’s hard, frankly, to stop quoting from his [Obama’s] remarks because they amounted to one of the most moving, inspiring valentines to this country that I’ve ever heard, brimming with regard for it and gratitude to it. We’re going to miss this man, America. Whatever his flaws, he’s been more than our president. Time and again, he’s been our national poet.”

You Can’t Say That!

When former Trump campaign staffer Michael Caputo told MSNBC *Live* that the Democratic presidential campaign sends out talking points to the liberal media to cover what Hillary Clinton wants, host Stephanie Ruhle cut him off and refused to let him continue speaking. Caputo had said that Trump’s message about economic growth “doesn’t fit in with the Hillary Clinton narrative. The talking points going out to the media are very different from what the Trump campaign is putting out there, and so the media is covering what Hillary Clinton wants.”

At that point, host Stephanie Ruhle interrupted, “Hold on for a second! You know what? Michael, I’m not going to allow that, not here, not right now because you’re saying the media is only covering what Hillary Clinton wants.... I’m going to let you know I don’t get any talking points from anyone.” It sounds like Caputo hit a nerve at MSNBC.
He’s Crazy, Say It!

CNN’s Don Lemon repeatedly tried to force Dr. Drew Pinsky to declare that Donald Trump is mentally ill by citing, in all seriousness, leftist Michael Bloomberg and liberal comic John Oliver. Pinsky didn’t bite. Quoting Bloomberg that Trump is “not sane,” Lemon asked Pinsky, “Do you agree with that?” The doctor then defined legal insanity and medical insanity and said of Trump, “I’m sorry Don, not insane.”

Lemon then quoted the America-loathing John Oliver smearing Trump as a “sociopath” and asked if it is “unfair” to call a GOP presidential nominee a “sociopath”? Pinsky fired back, “Yes, it is, because sociopaths are usually tied up with criminal behavior.” Pinsky also dismissed claims that Trump is a hypomanic or bipolar and, as for being narcissistic, “it isn’t always a bad thing” for political leaders. “Malignant narcissism” is bad, said Pinsky, “but you just can’t conclude it with Trump “because his relationships are actually maintained and seem to be quite healthy.” Keep trying, CNN.

To a Friend’s Defense

During the Republican National Convention in mid-July, the Fox Business Network (FBN) interviewed MRC President Brent Bozell to talk about how The Washington Post had smeared FBN host Neil Cavuto in an article. In a roundup list of conservatives who were wrong about Trump getting the GOP nomination, The Post inaccurately attributed a Marco Rubio quote to Neil Cavuto. After host Charles Payne asked Bozell if this was “sloppy reporting,” he said it was “absolutely sloppy” and that the newspaper “owes an apology and retraction.”

Payne claimed it seemed like the liberal media enjoyed pitting conservatives against each other with such articles. Agreeing, Bozell said “the establishment press” such as The New York Times and The Washington Post always had a “certain disdain” for Fox News and, because of that, they get loose with the facts and “gravitate” towards this kind of journalism. “I wonder how many people on the left they would look at in journalism?” Bozell asked. “They don’t. They want to find an opportunity to go after Fox at every chance that they get.”

The Post has updated their online story with an added “correction” but time will tell if they offer a print retraction or apology to Cavuto.
The radical leftist collective known as Wikileaks tried to ruin the Democratic convention by posting a trove of Democratic National Committee e-mails that easily proved that party leader Debbie Wasserman Schultz and her staff shunned neutrality in favor of pushing Hillary Clinton’s nomination. The Sanders socialists were enraged, their suspicions confirmed.

The media paid some attention to that, especially when Mrs. Schultz was quickly ousted from her job. Guess what else was confirmed which the media largely skipped over? The evidence in the emails that revealed great chumminess and coordination between Democrats and the supposedly “objective” national press.

You really don’t need an e-mail collection for this. After all, NBC “News” hired Chelsea Clinton for $600,000 a year to make some of the most sleep-inducing “happy news” stories to ever air on television. She was producing stories less than once a month, or more than $50,000 a pop.

In February, a Freedom of Information Act request by Gawker into government emails from Hillary’s PR aide Phillippe Reines exposed Politico bigfoot Mike Allen. He offered a cozy Politico chat with Chelsea Clinton: “No one besides me would ask her a question, and you and I would agree on them precisely in advance.” When exposed, Allen spun the offer as “clumsy.”

Well, the latest emails demonstrate Politico is still making a mockery of journalistic “independence.” We now learn that “reporter” Ken Vogel sent a story on Clinton fundraising to DNC national press secretary Mark Paustenbach for a pre-publication review. Now, checking for confirmation of some numbers or confirming a quote — that’s okay. But the entire story? That is journalistic malpractice. The Democrats have Politico on a leash.

Reporters try to present a friendly face to most of their subjects, but they don’t always boast “Hey, you’ll like this story I did.” That’s what happened with Juliet Eilperin, White House Bureau Chief for The Washington Post. She sent an email to Paustenbach cooing “Dear Mark, I think you all will be totally fine with it. Thanks again for all your help. Best, Juliet.”

So the DNC gives blessings now? The front-page story was headlined “Obama, who once stood as party outsider, now works to strengthen Democrats.” The story wasn’t as bad as a 2014 front-page puff piece from Eilperin touting how the Obama White House has changed the junk-food culture: “Calorie counts and hummus with vegetables are in.” You don’t need an e-mail to see the chumminess.

CNN commentator Maria Cardona is identified on air as a Democrat, but the e-mails show that disclosure is a little incomplete. In e-mailed exchanges with DNC spinners, Cardona repeatedly asked how to perfect an op-ed for CNN.com. Collusion? Liberals will probably see no conflict of interest. Now remember how many fits the liberals have thrown over CNN in-house Trump analyst Corey Lewandowski still getting checks from The Donald.

Emails also show Wasserman Schultz yelling at reporters like they were the servants...and well, the media coverage can leave that impression. She titled an email to NBC’s Chuck Todd “Chuck, This Must Stop” when Mika Brzezinski called for her to resign on Morning Joe. DNC aides tried to arrange a meeting between the warring parties, but Todd replied “Between us, do you think that’s a good idea?” Wasserman Schultz scuttled it, wondering if Mika “even matters, to be frank.” Ouch.

The primary reason the media would skip covering their own lack of independence is obvious. The public already believes they aggressively favor one side in our political debates. Why put a spotlight on your problem? Transparency is a media buzzword, but it never applies to their own partisan games.
The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, in magazines, books, and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

### Television

CBN
- **CBN News**, Jul. 25

BLAZE TV:
- **The Dana Show**, Jul. 26, Aug. 3

FBN:
- **Intelligence Report**, Aug. 8
- **Cavuto: Coast to Coast**, Jul. 28, Aug. 4
- **Making Money with Charles Payne**, Aug. 2
- **Varney & Co.**, Aug. 1, 10, 12

FNC:
- **Fox and Friends**, Aug. 2
- **Hannity**, Aug. 10, 11 (2)
- **Kelly File**, Aug. 10
- **O’Reilly Factor**, Aug. 4, 10, 12
- **Your World**, Aug. 1, 10

**Newsmax TV**
- **Steve Malzberg Show**, Aug. 3, 4
- **Prime**, Aug. 12

**OANN**:
- **Daily Ledger**, Jul. 28, Aug. 4
- **The Tipping Point**, Aug. 5

- **PARTIAL LISTING**

### Radio

Alan Nathan Show:
- **Jul. 29, Aug. 4 (2)**, 8, 12

**American Family Radio**:
- **Jul. 25, Aug. 4, 8, 9**

Bob Dutko Show:
- **Aug. 5**

Charlie Sykes Show:
- **Aug. 2**

Dana Loesch Radio:
- **Aug. 5**

Janet Mefferd Today:
- **Aug. 12**

Lars Larson Show:
- **Aug. 9**

Mike Gallagher Show:
- **Aug. 4**

Sam Malone Show:
- **Aug. 4**

The Blaze:
- **Jul. 25, Aug. 12, 14**

The Wilkow Majority, Sirius XM:
- **Aug. 8**

KFBF, Omaha, NE: **Aug. 3**

KGNW, Seattle, WA: **Jul. 26, Aug. 1**

KHTE, Little Rock, AR: **Jul. 26, 27, Aug. 1**

KMOX, St. Louis, MO: **Aug. 10**

KNTH, Houston, TX: **Jul. 25, 28, Aug. 1, 4, 8, 11**

KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO: **Jul. 27, 29, Aug. 3, 5, 10**

KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO: **Aug. 3, 12**

WBAP, Dallas, TX: **Aug. 3, 9**

WCGO, Chicago, IL: **Aug. 2, 8, 9, 11**

WFTL, West Palm Beach, FL: **Jul. 27, Aug. 2**

WGMD, Lewes, DE: **Jul. 25, Aug. 1, 8**

WIBC, Indianapolis, IN: **Jul. 25, Aug. 1, 8**

WJLA, Washington, DC: **Aug. 2**

WNRR, Augusta, GA: **Jul. 26, 27, Aug. 2, 3, 9, 10**

WTKF, Morehead City, NC: **Jul. 29, Aug. 5, 12**

WVLK, Lexington, KY: **Jul. 26, Aug. 4**

WWTN, Nashville, TN: **Aug. 4**

WXOM, Madison, WI: **Jul. 27, Aug. 10**

- **PARTIAL LISTING**

### Print

**Baltimore Sun**, Jul. 30

**New York Times**, Jul. 31

**Tampa Bay Times**, Jul. 26

**The Guardian**, Aug. 17

**USA Today**, Aug. 16

**Washington Examiner**, July 25, Aug. 1, 8, 17

**Washington Post**, Jul. 26

**Washington Times**, Jul. 25, 27, Aug. 1, 3, 10

- **PARTIAL LISTING**

### Internet & Twitter

American Energy Alliance:
- **Jul. 28, Aug. 1**

American Family Association:
- **Jul. 1, 8**

BizPac Review:
- **Jul. 26, Aug. 5, 12**

Breitbart News:
- **Jul. 23, 25, 27, Aug. 1, 2**

CBN News:
- **Jul. 26, Aug. 12**

CNN Money, Aug. 2

Conservative Review, Aug. 10

Daily Wire, Aug. 12

Drudge Report:
- **Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 23**

Fox Nation, Jul. 22

FoxNews.com:
- **Jul. 28, Aug. 2, 10, 12, 15**

Herman Cain, Aug. 4, 5, 11

Li Review, Aug. 3

Instapundit, Jul. 28

Investor’s Business Daily:
- **Jul. 27, 29, Aug. 3, 11, 17**

LifeNews:
- **Aug. 9**

LifeSiteNews:
- **Aug. 10**

One News Now:
- **Jul. 22, 26, 27, Aug. 2, 5**

Patriot Post, Aug. 4, 9

Red Alert Politics, Aug. 1, 2, 10

RushLimbaugh.com:
- **Jul. 25, 27, Aug. 1, 4, 5**

Sean Hannity, Aug. 2, 10, 11

The Daily Caller, Aug. 1, 4

The Blaze:
- **Jul. 25, Aug. 12, 14**

The Wilkow Majority, Sirius XM:
- **Aug. 8**

KFAI, Omaha, NE: **Aug. 3**

KGNW, Seattle, WA: **Jul. 26, Aug. 1**

KHTE, Little Rock, AR: **Jul. 26, 27, Aug. 1**

KMOX, St. Louis, MO: **Aug. 10**

KNTH, Houston, TX: **Jul. 25, 28, Aug. 1, 4, 8, 11**

KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO: **Jul. 27, 29, Aug. 3, 5, 10**

KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO: **Aug. 3, 12**

WBAP, Dallas, TX: **Aug. 3, 9**

WCNO, Chicago, IL: **Aug. 2, 8, 9, 11**

WFTL, West Palm Beach, FL: **Jul. 27, Aug. 2**

WGMD, Lewes, DE: **Jul. 25, Aug. 1, 8**

WBIC, Indianapolis, IN: **Jul. 25, Aug. 1, 8**

WJLA, Washington, DC: **Aug. 2**

WNRR, Augusta, GA: **Jul. 26, 27, Aug. 2, 3, 9, 10**

WTKF, Morehead City, NC: **Jul. 29, Aug. 5, 12**

WVLK, Lexington, KY: **Jul. 26, Aug. 4**

WWTN, Nashville, TN: **Aug. 4**

WXOM, Madison, WI: **Jul. 27, Aug. 10**

- **PARTIAL LISTING**

### Twitter

**@americapapist**, 24.9K followers, **Aug. 3**

**@drudge_report**, 96.3K followers, **Jul. 25**

**@foxtv243**, 24.3K followers, **Jul. 22**

**@newadvent**, 46.7K followers, **Jul. 25**

**@realstaceydash**, 546K followers, **Aug. 3**

**@redalert**, 48.9K followers, **Aug. 3**

**@repedroyce**, 14.8K followers, **Aug. 3**

**@students4lifehq**, 23K followers, **Aug. 3**

- **PARTIAL LISTING**

### On Fox News

- **Father of Orlando Shooter attends Clinton Rally**

- **Trump medical report is fake news**

- **On Fox & Friends, co-host Steve Doocy ties Trump to -list of positive coverage of Clinton.**

- **Fox’s Hannity, GOP Vice Presidential nominee Mike Pence discusses an MRC study about the liberal media’s excessive coverage of Trump by the liberal media and their positive coverage of Clinton.**

- **On Fox’s Hannity, GOP Vice Presidential nominee Mike Pence discusses an MRC study about the liberal media’s excessive coverage of Trump by the liberal media and their positive coverage of Clinton.**

- **Trump under fire for comments about violence, civil rights.**

- **Fox’s Monica Crowley discusses MRC research on the liberal media double standard of tying racist David Duke to Donald Trump and ignoring the father of an Islamic terrorist attending a Hillary Clinton rally.**

- **On the Fox Business Network, MRC Research Director Rich Noyes details how the liberal media devoted 45 minutes of coverage to Trump controversies and only 8 minutes of coverage to the White House’s $400 million ransom payment to Iran.**
HBO’s Bill Maher ludicrously claims that Secretary of State Hillary Clinton “needed a private server to get her work done cause Democrats do work” and “most of the people in the State Department used a private server because the government server wasn’t efficient.” The Daily Beast’s Eleanor Clift lectures that Clinton was “extremely careless” with her emails but, “I mean, that’s like jaywalking compared to everything Donald Trump has put out there.” NPR’s Cokie Roberts gazes into her crystal ball and declares, “look at the polling, where you see that Hillary Clinton is losing on leadership, that’s all about being a woman.” MSNBC’s left-wing Michael Eric Dyson tells ABC’s This Week, “Donald Trump amplifies the worst instincts and his nationalism is really a white racist supremacist nationalism that wrecks terror on the American democratic experiment.” CNN commentator Carl Bernstein frets that Trump is “building a coalition, and the coalition includes an awful lot of bigots and nativists and a lot of hateful people.” NBC’s Bill Neely seriously asks Syrian dictator Bashar Al-Assad, “From what you know of Mr. Trump, is he smart enough? Mr. Trump has no experience in foreign policy. Does that worry you?” Die Hard Director John McTiernan whines, The cult of American hyper-masculinity is one of the worst things that has happened in the world during the last fifty years. Hundreds of thousands of people died because of this stupid illusion. So how is it possible to watch a movie called Captain America?” For some fresh air, Clint Eastwood fires off to Esquire, “secretly everybody’s getting tired of political correctness, kissing up. That’s the kiss-ass generation we’re in right now. We’re really in a pu--y generation.”